
Grade: Salary Range: 

Duties and Responsibilities:

Qualifications and Education

Job Title:

: 1015 Half Street SE, Washington DC, 20003 

: dchr@dc.gov 

: (202) 442-9700 

Job Summary:


	Agency Name: DDOT
	Text1: Street and Bridge Maintenance Mechanic
	Text2: 10
	Text3: $28.39 - $37.30
	Text4: This position is located in the District Department of Transportation Operations Administrations, Street and Bridge Maintenance Branch. The work at this grade involves journeyman level maintenance repair work of infrastructure under DDOT's jurisdiction. This is a mixed position that involves the performance of a combination of trade related functions. 
	Text5: The incumbents assists with all street maintenance activities. Serves as a member of the crew and performs various skilled maintenance work on a variety of transportation infrastructure (sidewalks, alleys, roads, bridges, trees, signs, fencing, guardrails and tunnels). Follow project instructions from manager. Refers to work orders, pre-trip sip, policy and procedure manuals, codes/laws/regulations, publications and reference texts, etc., when determining the best course of action.Receives instructions and guidance from leader and supervisor and performs assigned task from order and work logs.Unloads tools, prepare work materials and prepares work site and performs manual labor.Inventories machinery and equipment and ensures all are operating efficiently for day to day operations. Ensures construction equipment and tools are cleaned and stored properly.Remains knowledgeable and up to date regarding industry standards, safety regulations, etcDemonstrates proper work methods.Preforms asphalt repairs and pothole patching. Prepares new construction sites by digging, moving dirt, or compacting space.Performs maintenance, repair, alteration and construction of exterior and interior surfaces/structures built with a variety of stone, brick, cement and concrete. Incumbent has necessary skills for laying complex decorative patterns and techniques for cutting and shaping brick, stone and block for completing corners.Safely operate a variety of tools including pressure washer, jackhammer, drills, saws, grinders, blowtorches, and maintenance tools and equipment to complete daily tasks.Document and report any issue with equipment.Performs maintenance of guardrails, fencing, bridges, bike racks, flexi-pave and other specialty infrastructure.Ensures that safety, work zones and standard operating procedures are followed. Follow all health and safety regulations when operating equipment. Ensure regulated and proper headgear, ear plugs, gloves, safety glasses and clothing are worn. Reports on status and progress of work, causes of work delays and overall work operations and problems, verbally in writing and or using smart technology.Operate vehicles (less than 26,001 lbs. Non-CDL) for hauling and snow removal.Operates light, medium, and equipment such as skidsteer, snow plows, loaders, rollers, buses, dump trucks etc.Clean and clear debris and hazardous materials.Direct traffic safely around the construction or road maintenance site.Provide assistance to contractors as neededPerforms other related duties as assigned.
	Text6: Must possess and maintain a valid Class B Commercial Drive's License.Comprehensive knowledge and skill in general maintenance requirements and street repair.Comprehensive knowledge and skill in industry standards and safety guidelines regarding concrete, asphalt, welding and other associated skills.Knowledge and ability to operate a concrete mixerKnowledge and skilled in utilizing the proper tools and materials for a variety of infrastructure and public space work.Knowledge and ability to mix, lay and finish concreteComprehensive knowledge and ability to estimate quantities of material, staff and equipment for an identified maintenance repair solution.Ability to receive and present oral and written and electronic instructions.Ability to operate various light, medium and heavy construction equipment, snow plows and buses.Ability to produce finished bridge repair work with precise fits, accurate dimensions, structural soundness and finished appearance.Ability to apply a variety of methods, procedures and techniques to layout, install, align, repair, overhaul and maintain various types of bridges, guardrail, fences, signs and other DDOT infrastructure. Knowledge and skills associated with structural steel repairing, carpentry, welding, painting, concrete/masonry construction, minor asphalt repair and pothole patching.Familiarity with computers and ability to use work management software, MS Word, e-mail and performance dashboards. License and CertificationMust possess and maintain a valid Class B or Class A Commercial Drive's License.


